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Bristol Green Capital Partnership (BGCP) is the city’s environmental sustainability network. Formed in
2007, it is now a community of 850+ member organisations from across many sectors working towards a
shared vision of ‘a sustainable city with a high quality of life for all’.
Partnership members are supported by the community interest company (CIC) that enables collaboration
and collective action, amplifies our members’ work, and provides a leadership voice for promoting
environmental sustainability in Bristol and the West of England region. The CIC’s work is enabled by the
support by our 10 supporting members, our in-kind supporters and of course the ongoing work and
engagement of our member organisations.

The Partnership’s Our Future outlines a vision for Bristol in 2050, with 5 actions in each our 5 theme
areas of energy, food, nature, resources and transport. Our 4 priorities for 2019-22 are: carbon neutral
city, environmental equality, Going for Gold – the UK’s first ‘gold’ sustainable food city – and a ‘circular
Bristol’. Our 2017/18 annual review provides highlights of our activities. Your business or organisation can
join here, and if they are already a member you can register as Partnership contact there as well. See
www.bristolgreencapital.org for more information, or contact@bristolgreencapital.org.
Credits
Visual minute graphic recording: Founder of A Thousand Words
Consulting, Dulce Pedroso, combines visual storytelling and an
understanding of global development challenges to help inspire
social change through ‘real-time’ live graphic recording. See
www.athousandwordsconsulting.com, LinkedIn, and Instagram
Photography: Nic Kane is a Bristol-based photographer shooting
portraits, lifestyle, creative reportage and events. Nic captures
candid and natural imagery in an unobtrusive style, carefully
creating a valuable set of images to tell the story of your business,
brand or event. See www.nkphoto.uk and www.nickane.co.uk
Volunteers: We are grateful to all those who volunteered their valuable time and expertise to take
part in the gathering, and our 20+ facilitators and the organisations that enabled them to take part.
A special mention also to Louis Rimmer and Ellie Wood for their help in capturing all of the
thoughts, ideas and commitments emerging from the event.
Vicki Woolley: The Partnership’s operations manager also deserves a very special mention for her
tireless efforts in driving such a successful and positive event.
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Background to the event
Bristol has a strong track record of environmental sustainability leadership among global cities.
This includes the creation of Bristol Green Capital Partnership in 2007, which helped to secure the
European Green Capital award for the city in 2015 and kick-start a range of projects in the run-up to and
during a successful year. The Partnership, its members and their environmental sustainability action has
continued to evolve and strengthen since 2015.
In November 2018, the elected members of Bristol City Council and the Mayor of Bristol became the
first City in the UK to declare a ‘climate emergency’, following the International Panel on Climate
Change’ report on warming of 1.5°C which laid out the significant benefits from keeping global
temperature rises well below 2°C.
A key element of the climate emergency motion, which received unanimous and cross-party support, was
a dramatic acceleration in ambition towards becoming a carbon neutral city by 2030, some 20 years
earlier than the previous 2050 target.
Achieving this requires carbon emissions from Bristol’s people, businesses and other organisations to be
reduced to virtually zero in a little over a decade – a hugely ambitious goal that will need major and
widespread change by all businesses and other organisations, and indeed all of the cities communities and
individuals in the city.
Bristol City Council has also commissioned a technical report which will set out the city’s progress so far
on carbon emissions and possible future trajectories.
The Mayor of Bristol, Marvin Rees, has also invited the Partnership – as the city’s environmental
sustainability community – to help create the city’s response to the climate emergency and the dramatic
acceleration of ambition on carbon emissions. This gathering event was a key part of the process of
responding to that climate emergency, as well as being part of Partnership activity on its strategic priority
of acceleration progress towards a carbon neutral Bristol.
The Partnership is now establishing a new Environmental Sustainability Board as part of new governance
structures, to advance climate change and other environmental aims within the One City Plan and work
with the 5 other boards to do so across issue areas across the city.

Event objectives
The Partnership regularly holds gatherings of our members. These major events bring together 100+
people from our 850+ member organisations and beyond, across sectors and interest areas, to contribute
ideas of how they and the city might approach working towards this. Examples of past gatherings include
clean air, sustainable food, regional planning, safeguarding nature, zero waste, and the city’s climate
change and energy strategy.
Communications about this gathering highlighted its intention to bring expertise on environmental, social
and economic dimensions of sustainability together.
The objective for this gathering was to focus on the role of businesses and other organisations in
accelerating progress towards a carbon neutral city. With an overarching question of “If not us, who, and if
not now, when?”, it was to encourage participants to ‘be the change’.
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There were 4 sections (agenda annexed to this report). Scene-setting by key city stakeholders was
followed by Partnership members’ sharing their experience of positive action towards carbon neutrality to
inspire others to ‘be the change’. Roundtable workshops then focused on two key questions across three
domains of their lives: work, community/neighbourhood and individual/family:
i.

actions participants could themselves take immediately give current conditions; and

ii.

the changes or conditions which would enable them and/or others to accelerate progress, speedup and scale-up actions, e.g. with additional resources, powers or partnerships.

Diversity & inclusion
Communications in the lead up the gathering also highlighted that support was available for anyone who
might otherwise be excluded from attending, due to for example unavoidable travel, childcare or carer
expenses (although no requests for such support were received).
The event was live broadcast with Partnership member Ujima Radio CIC, as a special programme of the
Green & Black radio show. This featured additional interviews and other content, and a recording of this
broadcast is available from here.
We were also pleased to welcome the Mayor of Bristol, Marvin Rees, who spoke with passion, highlighting
how racial equality is essential for achieving environment equality. Additionally, one of the two pilot Green
& Black Ambassadors, Jasmine Ketibuah-Foley, spoke about environmental sustainability and inclusion at
the event, noting the relative lack of people from BAME communities present.
Environmental equality is one of Bristol Green Capital Partnership’s four strategic priorities. More work in
this area is clearly needed, but a key means to help achieve environmental equality in the city will be a 3year Green & Black Ambassadors programme, delivered with our partners Ujima Radio. This will build
greater engagement and interaction among BAME communities and businesses, other organisations and
individuals across Bristol on issues of environmental sustainability and environmental equality, inclusion
and diversity, and support emerging future BAME sustainability leaders. We are working together to
secure enabling funding – please do get in touch if you are interested to learn more about the project.

Summary of key findings
Around 190 people attended the event, with participants offering a total 578 suggestions for action to
accelerate Bristol’s progress towards carbon neutrality across the six areas, both now (395) and in the
future (183). While there were no ‘silver bullet’ solutions, key findings included:


a strong emphasis on actions around engagement (non-theme specific), notably among current
and future community-level actions, and current work actions, and to a lesser extent current and
future home actions and future work actions (where business leadership emerged strongly). This
engagement focus contrasts with a tendency to focus on technological innovation and
infrastructure: while both will be necessary for achieving a carbon neutral city, this suggests that
they were considered unlikely to be sufficient;



actions were spread across 4 of the Partnership’s 5 themes –energy, food, nature, resources and
transport – featured in the Our Future environmental sustainability vision. ‘Home’ actions, now
and in the future, were noticeably more prominently energy-focused than work and community
actions, where transport was more prominent;
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energy was the focus of 107 actions across all 6 sections, and transport of 98 actions. Food and
resources were referenced in 53 and 50 proposals respectively;



nature was directly referenced in only 8 suggested actions, 5 of which were in community now
alone. This indicates that city’s climate emergency response will need to carefully consider the
interconnections and co-benefits between carbon neutrality and nature/biodiversity, as well as
the other 4 themes.

Figure 1: Summary of actions by theme/other areas (see also table summary in annex.

An initial summary of the event, with a visual minute (see front of this report) and ‘listen again’ of Ujima
Radio’s ‘Green & Black’ radio show live broadcast is available.
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Photography by Nic Kane www.nkphoto.uk / www.nickane.co.uk

Participant feedback
All participants responding to a request for feedback said that they had learned something new, 94% of
participants made a useful connection at the event, 87% felt inspired or enabled to take further action to
accelerate progress towards a carbon neutral Bristol, while 84% rated the event as ‘4 or 5 out of 5’ (based
on 31 responses to a feedback survey). Also, 137 attendees completed commitment cards (72%) and were
also encouraged to photograph their commitments to refer to later (see template in annex).
Specific comments in participant feedback included:


“I came away feeling inspired and motivated to do what it takes to drive impact on climate
change”;



“It has been a very constructive and collaborative event, focusing on the complexity of the
challenge. It was good to listen from such a diverse group of people, including minorities and new
generations”;



“[…] a great selection of speakers – felt like many sectors of the city were involved and the
audience had a good range of expertise and interests”;
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“Nature was very conspicuous by its absence. We didn't talk about plant life and soil life as a
significant part of the picture or carbon reduction. I would have liked to have heard a speaker on
this - would have made it more balanced […]”;



“more focus on how to involve the poorest and most vulnerable layers of society, and people
outside of the ‘environmental bubble’ ”; and



“Perhaps a location better embedded in a more diverse community would be good, though the
venue itself is great.”

Findings
The summaries below are based on notes taken from the workshop table discussions. To allow analysis,
these were categories using the Partnership’s 5 themes – energy, food, nature, resources and transport –
along other categories driven by participant’s responses. Inevitably this will be to an extent subjective.
Actions have largely been retained in the workshop section where they were put forward, but in a small
number of cases these have been reallocated to a more relevant section. In some cases, actions were
ambiguous or required interpretation: some were difficult to categorise, some covered 2 or more themes
or issues, and a very small number of cases they were too broad to categorise.
Additionally, for future actions, a primary change agent has been assigned to each of the actions,
recognising that in most cases change will have multiple agents.
As all the actions are drawn from those who attended the gathering event, they should not be seen as
being representative of the views of all Partnership members, nor indeed the city as a whole. This report is
therefore best seen as an useful input from an engaged and informed group of city stakeholders: a starting
point from which to develop further actions.
The anonymised contributions have been shared with Bristol City Council’s sustainability and climate
change team so that they can inform the response the process of responding to the climate emergency
motion to inform future actions to move towards achieving the acceleration of ambition.

Work: Actions now
Of the 142 suggested actions at work under current conditions, engagement accounted for around one
third (34%). The majority of these were around increasing internal awareness at work (28 of 48), followed
by raising external awareness (7/48), using a pledge campaign website called’ Do Nation’ (4/48). Other
engagement-related actions included: finding out who has agency/power, communicating positive case
studies and policies, aligning racial justice with environmental justice, working with student interns, and
encouraging volunteering.
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Figure 2: Work-related actions now, % of actions recorded
Participants also suggested work-based actions across all 5 of the Partnership’s themes, notably transport
(22%, 32/142). Most of the transport actions were around changing businesses travel policies (17/32), 4 of
which referenced air travel, encouraging sustainable commuting (7/32), including doing a travel survey,
and more flexible working (5/32), including ‘teleworking’/working from home. Other transport-specific
actions included encouraging staff to consider their personal travel emissions and offering incentives to
guests who arrive by sustainable travel modes.
The Partnership’s 4 other themes accounted for 27% of the immediate work-related actions (38/142).
Some 13% of these were about energy, including reducing energy or heating use (11/19), including
encouraging ‘deep retrofits’ at home (presumably by staff), moving to a renewable energy supplier (6/19),
as well as engaging with the city’s ‘Green Doors’ initiative.
Resources accounted for 9% (13/142), including reducing print, e.g. reducing marketing materials (‘going
digital’) and greater awareness of print waste (5/13), reducing plastic (2/13), other resource usage (2/13)
and boosting reuse (2/13), along with improving information on resource and waste management. Food
accounted for 4% of actions (5/13), which focused on engagement, improving information and food waste,
using non-disposable plates for catering, and bulk-buying, which reduces emissions (‘food miles’) and
packaging. Although many actions suggested would have an impact on nature, only one work-related
action specifically referenced this theme: to ‘find value in the living world’.
The other 17% of work-focused actions focused on other business practices and policies (24/142). These
included setting a carbon plan and/or target (5/24), considering sustainability in supply chains (5/24),
greater engagement with pension investments (3/24), and supporting the Bristol Pound (2/24). Other
actions int his areas included: focusing on sustainability skills, demonstrating ‘green’ tech, talking to
landlords or the trade unions, and having environmental sustainability representatives in the workplace.

Work: Future actions
Of the 51 suggested actions, business practices accounted for one third (17 of 51, 33%). The majority
focused on leadership in the business (10/17), mostly focusing on building buy-in and will for enacting
change, board-level support, public pledges/commitments, and focusing on wellbeing rather than profit.
Pensions also featured (2/17), with divestment from fossil fuels and offering an ethical ‘opt-in’ for
workplace pensions. Other specific actions in this category included: focusing on the supply chain,
supporting local projects, more tenant engagement with landlords, business support, and reforming local
taxation to focus on carbon neutrality.
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Figure 3: Work-related actions in the future, % of actions recorde d
The primary agent of change for these business-focussed actions was identified as business itself (13/17),
but in there were some areas for local government (local taxes, though this could involve regional and/or
central government), central government (in mandating an ethical opt-in to workplace pensions, though
business could opt to do this), and in one case involving multiple agents of change (influencing company
boards to prioritise carbon neutrality).
Transport accounted for around a quarter of proposed actions (12/51), focused on commuting and
business travel (10/12), including incentivising sustainable travel including buses, a workplace parking levy,
and improving safety of cycling, and encouraging more working from home (2/12). The primary agents for
these actions were more evenly divided between local government (5/12) and the private sector itself
(6/12), with one being a more generalised agency (reducing car use).
Engagement accounted for one fifth of future work actions (10/51), focusing on improved information
and/or communication (6/10), including a city-wide business best practice guide and communications
promoting ‘green’ as something for everyone rather than a luxury. Other engagement actions included
different public figures or institutions declaring a climate emergency, and an idea of a ‘green employee of
the month’ scheme to engage staff. While the private sector is the primary agent for some of these
actions, there were roles for local government and other public sector bodies (declaring climate
emergencies) and a number with multiple change agents.
Energy accounted for 14% of actions (7/51), low carbon homes/retrofit, presumably from a business
perspective, (3/7), reducing use (3/7), including through partnering with ‘CHEESE’ on building energy
surveys, and one other being ownership of the grid (presumably locally). The primary agents varied from
private sector and academia (energy use), through local government (more energy efficient student
accommodation) and central government (grid ownership).
Food accounted for 6% (3/51), improving commercial food waste collections and practice (2/3) and
sustainable food in cafes (presumably in-house), and resources 4% (2/51), improved waste separation and
waste reduction. The primary change agent for all of these actions in these two groups was the private
sector.
Across all 51 ‘future work’ actions, the primary change agent was thought to be the private sector for
almost 60% (30/51), and local government for one fifth (10/51).

Community: Actions now
Of the 107 actions, engagement accounted for almost 60% (63 of 107). There was great variety and
overlap within this category, similar numbers focused on community groups (15/63) – including joining
existing groups (other than those on energy, see below), creating new ones with neighbours, attending
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more community meetings, and sustainability parties – policy or political engagement (13/63) – including
engaging councillors, voting in local elections, getting involved with planning processes, electing ‘people
who care’, and empower community to influence landlords, and communication (12/63) – including raising
awareness of city carbon targets, having conversations ‘outside the bubble’ and with friends and family,
and sharing success stories including on social media.
A further 5 engagement actions were focused on connecting with different communities, including
diversity within community organisations and boards, young people and BAME communities. Along with 2
actions around consumer power and shopping local, there were a range of other engagement actions,
including: using professional skills in a community context, ‘environmental favours’ skills-sharing, a league
table of the most environmentally sustainable streets in the city, litter-picking, linking up food and energy
networks and looking “beyond local if other areas need attention”.
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Figure 4: Community actions now, % of actions recorded
Around 11% of actions were focused on energy (12/107), half of which were around engagement with local
community energy groups (6/12), encouraging landlords to install solar panels or regulating landlords
(2/12), with other actions including: ‘green’ energy conversations, parish councils endorsing CHEESE
energy efficiency surveys, ‘village leaps’ (presumably versions of the Bristol’s City Leap programme), and
transferring energy between neighbours through blockchain.
Transport accounted for 7% of actions (8/107), with 2 actions around cycling – more cycle parking and
cycle safety reassurance- and the others involving incentivising walking, lift-sharing, promoting ferry
services, the school commute, anti-idling, and campaigning against aviation expansion.
Education also accounted for 7% of actions (8/107), of which 7 were focused on schools and lobbying for
getting climate change onto the curriculum, while one was a more general call for education both within
and beyond schools.
Food accounted for 6% of actions (6/107), of which 2 actions are about to food waste – raising awareness
and local Fairtrade exchanges – along with a 'garden-share' scheme (to allow people to grow their own
food), plant-based catering at events, engaging businesses with local food projects, and volunteering with
Feed Bristol.
Nature and resources accounted for 5% of actions each (5/107). Of these nature actions, 3 involved
trees (planting in car parks, tree-planting groups and the Tree Forum) and the others improving green
spaces and engaging with parks groups. Of the resources actions, two involved plastics (visualisations of
use and reduction of use at schools), tool-sharing, buying used items and reducing sports teams’ packaging
and food waste (so could equally be under the food category).
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Community: Future actions
Engagement accounted for 41% of the proposed actions in this area (28/68). Communication was the
focus of 8 of these actions, which were varied and included: holding a citizens’ assembly to engage new
audiences, promoting lifestyles changes within communities, reaching new communities, and more
positive stories, use of humour and inspiring voices. Policy/politics was the focus of 7 actions, including
increasing the carbon neutral ambition in the One City Plan, promoting the One City Plan, Mayoral
commitment to targets, voting for supportive councillors, getting involved in neighbourhood plans,
reinvigorating neighbourhood partnerships, and a proposal for a ‘neighbourhood tax’ rather than council
tax). Community groups and projects was the focus of 6 actions, including more support for community
groups, engaging with social and sports clubs, replicating ‘green’ initiatives at home with wider community,
local authority support for community projects.
Other engagement actions included: local authority supply chains standards to ‘promote local’, supporting
independent businesses, helping smaller organisations to bid for contracts, a fun city-wide carbon
reduction pledge campaign, social media engagement, involving all (including BAME) communities, and
pension funds investing in local social enterprises. Across all 28 engagement actions, the primary agent of
change was civil society (54%) followed by local government (25%).
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Figure 5: Community actions in the future, % of actions recorded
Some 28% of actions focused on transport (19/68). Cycling was the focus of 7 of these actions, including
storage in all properties, improved infrastructure or safety, more on-street cycle parking, and enabling
‘park and cycle’ at park and ride sites. Reducing car use accounted for 3 actions, including introducing
congestion charging, and promoting rail for a further 2 actions. The other engagement actions included
aligning local transport plans with carbon targets, greater use of waterways, on-street electric vehicle
charging, local goods distribution centres, enabling the delivery of shopping to park and ride sites, and
improved public transport and streets. The main agent of change across all the transport actions was local
government (74%).
Energy was the focus of 9% (6/68), 4 focus on community energy –supporting existing groups and
creating new ones across the city, establishing a renewables scheme – and others including affordable
energy efficient homes and retrofit. Food accounted for 7%, with the 5 actions varied, including mapping
‘food deserts’, supporting initiatives like No Child Goes Hungry and Feeding Bristol, and protecting foodgrowing land. The main change agent for the energy and food actions was civil society.
Resources actions (6%, 4/68) including improved communication of what can be recycled and to
separate rubbish, providing recycling facilities in tower blocks, and reducing the impacts of commercial
waste (the change agents carried for these). Education actions (also 6%, 4/68) focused on changing
school curricula and the wider community, with central government as the main agent of change. There
was also one nature action, protecting street trees, with local government as the change agent.
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Across all future community actions, the primary change agents were mostly local government (37%) and
civil society (35%), followed by central government (5%), other public sector and private sector (both 3%)
and others or multiple agents 8%.

Home: Actions now
Energy was the focus of 32% of the personal actions that could be taken now (47/146). Increased
efficiency and/or reduced use of energy or hearing was the focus for 28 of these 47 actions, 7 of these
being ‘C.H.E.E.S.E’ building energy efficiency surveys, along with insulation, LED lighting, boiling the
right amount of water and putting on a jumper before turning on the heating. Other actions were
switching to a renewable tariff or changing supplier (10/47), various forms of generation of energy or heat
at home, such as solar and heat pumps (7/42), and others including fostering energy sharing and going to
Bristol Green Doors.
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Figure 6: Home actions now, % of actions recorded
Engagement accounted for 25% (36/146) actions, notably ‘consumer power’ (10/36), including a
environmental sustainability ‘shopping challenge’, consciousness in purchases or other choices, researching
companies and buying from carbon neutral companies, and ‘shopping local’. Some 4 actions focused on
personal financial decisions, considering where to invest and using a sustainable bank or pension. A broad
range of other engagement actions included: ‘micro-changes’ of habits, household challenges,
‘Sustainabubbles’ (home-based parties to discuss sustainability), getting children involved, asking one’s
child’s nursery about ‘becoming greener’, contacting the local authority or MP about the climate
emergency, protesting (including leaving plastics in shops), and calculating one’s personal carbon
footprint.
A further 17% of actions in this group focused on food (25/146), notably diet (12/25), including reducing
or cutting out entirely meat and/or dairy, choosing a vegan diet and putting up posters with information
about plant-based protein. The other food-related actions were around reducing food waste and
composting (4/25), buying more food locally (3/25), growing food at home, baking more, reducing the
amount of food consumed, and buying more organic food.
Transport was the focus of 16% (23/146), notably reducing personal travel by air (7/23), including
challenging oneself not to fly for a year; using one’s car less, switching to electric vehicle, scrapping one’s
car or joining a car club (6/23), and cycling more (5/23). Other transport-related actions included
deliveries to hubs and offices, researching more sustainable travel and using more public transport
including trains.
Resources was the focus of 8% (12/146), notably reducing use (6/12), including avoiding single-use plastic
and a ‘plastic attack’ (presumably a reference to this campaign), buying fewer clothes or longerlasting/repairable items, and generally buying less. There were 3 actions that did not fit with the categories
above: considering having smaller families and/or fewer pets, and building one’s own ‘eco-home’.
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Home: Future actions
Energy accounted for 25% of actions in this section (16/64), notably efficiency and/or reduced use
(7/17), including more energy-efficient homes, insulation (including solid wall), retrofit, smart meters and
making C.H.E.E.S.E surveys free, and more solar panels on the city’s roofs, including on those of renters
(4/17), and others including shifting away from gas, introducing a hydrogen gas grid, wind power (including
on Dundry Ridge), making finding ‘green’ energy suppliers easier, and a ‘group-buy’ scheme (e.g. for
retrofit and solar panels). The main agent of change for these energy actions was primarily local
government and civil society (31% each).
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Figure 7: Home actions in the future, % of actions recorded
Resources accounted for a further 22% of ‘future home’ actions (14/64), notably reducing (5/12)
including packaging by food suppliers (e.g. through social media action and with government backing, and
more ‘zero waste’ stores), and recycling (also 5/12), including greater national consistency, easier local
recycling of plant based plastic, kerbside film collection and no more black plastic. Other resources actions
included: a ‘pay to throw’ tax policy based on the amount of black bin waste, limiting the size of black bins,
fortnightly collections, and adopting a more ‘circular’ approach generally. The main change agent for these
actions was local government (43%).
Engagement was the focus of 20% of actions (13/64), notably communication (4/12), including more
accessible information resources, educating Bristol’s people, a ‘household checklist’ to make it easier for
“people who want to make a difference but don’t know how”, and a city-wide campaign informing people
about what they can do. Other engagement actions include: educating children through inclusion in the
primary school curriculum, more ethical pensions and funds (to demonstrate demand for ethical
investment), understand one’s personal environmental impact, increasing community engagement by
sharing examples of action, and improved knowledge of how to ‘green the home’ through more reliable
financial support for community-led organisations, and changing supermarkets’ and manufacturers’
approaches. Civil society was a prominent agent of change for these actions (38%).
A further 14% of actions were related to food (9/64), notably local food, including supply chain
transparency, and reducing food waste (both 3/9), including reducing food waste at source, more food
redistribution and a universal standard collections, along with home/urban growing, and addressing time
and money barriers to people making more sustainable food choices. Again civil society was a prominent
agent of change for these actions (33%).
There were 7 actions focusing on housing tenure (11%), such as tenants having more power over their
property (including over energy supplier), greater landlord accountability (including influencing them to
insulate rented properties), a tax liability on landlords to improve housing efficiency, and ensuring that
new-build social housing is both low carbon and affordable. The change agent for these housing actions
was local government (86%).
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A further 4 actions were focused on transport (6%), making public transport more accessible through a
congestion charge/public funding, cheaper bus services (potentially looking to the Transport for London
model), encouraging cycling though improved cycle lanes, and small making changes to street layouts. The
main agent of change for these actions was local government (75%).
There was 1 action on nature: planting a tree for every home and improved education around trees.
Across all the ‘future home’ actions, the primary change agent was local government for 34% and civil
society for 22%, but with a high share (19%) of actions with multiple lead agents of change.

Annex A: Agenda for gathering event
09.05 – 09.40

Setting the scene for Bristol’s carbon neutral journey



Marvin Rees, Mayor of Bristol



Simon Roberts, Chief Executive of Centre for Sustainable Energy



Dr Joanna House, Co-Chair Cabot: Global Environmental Change and Director Climate Change
Science and Policy MSc at the University of Bristol



Matthew Doran, Bright Green Future programme



Jasmine Ketibuah-Foley – Ujima Radio and Green & Black Ambassador

09.40 – 10.10

Inspiring action & accelerating change



De-carbonising the bus fleet – James Freeman, Managing Director, First West of England



Our commitment to a carbon neutral future – Vicky Murray, Sustainability Manager, Pukka Herbs
Ltd



Sustainable healthcare that doesn’t cost the earth – Sam Willitts, Energy and Sustainability
Manager, University Hospitals Bristol NHS Foundation Trust



Bristol City Council’s ambition – Councillor Kye Dudd, Cabinet Member for Transport and Energy



Low carbon homes – Kate Watson, Centre for Sustainable Energy ‘Futureproof’ project



Community action in Lawrence Weston – David Tudgey, Bristol Energy Network



Green Entertainment and the Power of Sport – Peter Smith, Project and Asset Manager, Ashton
Gate Stadium

10.10 – 12.00

Roundtable discussions to consider (i) the potential for change, actions
we can take, and (ii) what conditions would enable even faster progress
towards carbon neutrality

12.00 – 12.30

Sharing learnings and close
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Annex B: Initial email to participants
Dear [X]
This special Bristol Green Capital Partnership gathering will explore how to accelerate progress towards a
carbon neutral Bristol on an inclusive basis.
Prompted by the latest scientific evidence on the impacts of climate change, last November Bristol City
Council unanimously passed a motion in full council declaring a ‘climate emergency’. The motion called for
the city to be put on a course to being carbon neutral by 2030. That requires carbon emissions caused by
the activities of Bristol’s people, institutions and businesses to be reduced to virtually zero in just over a
decade, a hugely ambitious goal.
The primary intent of the motion is to accelerate the pace at which we’re collectively making all the
changes we already know are required to cut emissions: to scale up, speed up and start up the necessary
carbon-cutting actions and to give up doing things which are incompatible with Bristol being a carbon
neutral city.
This Partnership gathering will explore what this means for us as a city and as the individuals, communities,
businesses and organisations that together are Bristol. It will help attendees consider how they can
contribute to this acceleration of progress through the various roles we each play – not least as individuals
and families, neighbourhoods and communities, employees and employers, consumers and suppliers,
citizens and elected officials and decision-makers.
We aim to take account of a wide range of environmental, social and economic factors, and strongly
encourage attendance from organisations and businesses from all sectors, and those actively working
in areas such as renewable energy and energy efficiency, sustainable food, active travel and
sustainable transport, nature and biodiversity, resources and circular economy.
A range of speakers will set the scene for Bristol’s accelerating progress towards carbon neutrality, with
inspiring case studies of community action, business leadership and game-changing initiatives. Roundtable
discussions will enable attendees to understand the scale and potential for change, consider and commit to
actions they can take, and identify what conditions would enable even faster progress towards carbon
neutrality within their homes, communities, organisations and sectors.

Annex C: Summary table of actions by category
Summary of suggested actions by category

Energy
Food
Nature
Resources
Transport
5 themes
Engagement
Business
Education
Housing
Other
non-theme specific
TOTAL

now
19
5
1
13
32
70
48
24

work
future sub-total
7
26
3
8
1
2
15
12
44
24
94
10
17

58
41

now
12
6
5
5
8
36

community
future sub-total
6
18
5
11
1
6
4
9
19
27
35
71

63

28

91

8

5

13

now
47
25
12
23
107
36

72

27

99

71

33

104

3
39

142

51

193

107

68

175

146

home
future sub-total
16
63
9
34
1
1
14
26
4
27
44
151

now
78
36
6
30
63
213

overall
future
29
17
2
20
35
103

all
107
53
8
50
98
316

51
17
5
7
0
80

198
41
13
7
3
262

183

578

13

49

7

147
24
8
0
3
182
395

20

7
3
59

64

210
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Annex D: Participant commitment template
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